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Abstract

Statistical exploratory data analysis (EDA)
poses a difficult search problem. The EDA
process lends itself however to a planning for-
mulation. We have built a system, called
AIDE, to help users explore data. Atl)F~ re-
lies or, partial hierarchical planning, a form
of planning appropriate for tasks in complex.
uncertain environments. Our description of
the EDA task and the AIDE system provides
a case study of the applicat ion of plamdng to
a novel domain.

Exploring data

Data exploration plays a central role in eml)iri(’al
scientific research. Sometimes we can build a lnodel
of complex phenomena based on theory alone; of
ten. however, we need to explore the data. We need
to identify suggestive features of tile data, inter-
pret the patterns these features indicate, m1¢1 gen-
erate hypotheses to explain the patterns. Succes-
sive steps through the process lead us gradually Io
a better understmlding of underlying structure in
the data. Explorar, ory data am’dysis (EDA) gives
us a powerful set of ol)erations for this process:
wo fit linear and higher-order fimetions to relation-
¯ ~hil)s; we ,’ompose and transform varial)les with
;trithmetic flmetious; we separate relationships into
partitions and clusters; we extract feat ures through
statistical summaries (Tukey 1977). Through the
selective and often intuitive application of these
el)orations we graduMly build a descril)ti(m of 
dataset.

Explora.tion poses a difficult search prolflem. The
flexibility of exploratory operators gives a large
branching factor and an unbounded search space. If
an exploratory mtalysis were driven purely by suc-
cessive features discovered in data. the task woukl
lie imlmssibh~: Is a partitioning or a flmctional
!ransformation al~l)ropriate? With what p~u’anm-
ters? When should one stop? Though manage-
able in hunlml hands, exploration is a difficult and
painstaking task.

We have designed and iml)lemented an Assis-
trait for Intelligent Data Exploration, A fDE, to help
users carry out their exl)loration (St. Amaaat &: Co-
hen 1995). In AIDE, data-directed meeJlanisms ex-
tract simple observations mad suggestive indications
from the data. EDA operations then act in a goal-
directed fashion to generate more extensive descrip-
tions of the data. The system is mixed-initiative,
autonomously pursuing its own goals while still al-
lowing the user to guide or override its decisions.
Our description of the plaamer mid its task pro-
vides a c,~e study of how domain characteristics
cma influence planner design.

In the remainder of the paper we discuss an EDA
example, describing the types of operations ml(! re-
suhs involved in the process. We then discuss th..
plammr and its plan representation in some detail.
Returning to the EDA example, we show how it is
solved by AIDE acting in concert with a user. We
conclude by showing where AIDE fits in the context
of approaches to planning.

An EDA example
Wo can best illustrate the EDA process with an
exalnple, t.a~wn from azl experiment with Phoenix.
a simulation of forest fires azM fire-fighting agents
in Yellowstone NationM Paxk (Cohen et al. 1989).
The experiment involved setting a fire at a fixed
location and specified tinm, a~ld observing the be-
havior of the fireboss (the planner) and the bulldoz-
ers (the agents that put out the fire). VariabiliW
between trials is due to randomly changing wind
speed ml,.l direction, non-uniform terrain an,1 el-
evation, aald the varying aanounts of time agents
take in executing primitive tasks. In this experi-
ment we collected forty variM)les oww tile course of
some 340 Phoenix trials, including measuremenls
of the wind speed, the outcome (su(’cess or failure).
the type of l)lan used: and the number of times tlw
system needed to rephm. We heeaane interested in
a comparison of the time it taites the plammr to
put out a fire (Duration) an(! the amount of firelin[.
built during the trial (Effort). Figure la shows 
scatter plot of these two variabl,.,s.
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Figure 1: Patterns ill Planner Effort and "h’ial Duration
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We begin by observing that the relationship can
be partitioned into two parts: a vertical partition at
zero on tile Duration axis and a separate, approxi-
mately linear part.ition. We call this an indication.
a suggestive characteristic of the data. Examin-
ing other variables, we find that the vertical parti-
tion corresponds to trials in which the outcome was
Failure. We note that the correlation is positive in
the Success partition, as expected, but that there
arc two outliers from the general pattern.

We era1 be more precise ahout the "approxi-
mately linear" pattern in the Success partition: we
can fit a regression line to the data. We then exam-
ine the residuals of the fit. the degree to which the
data. are not explained by the description-- by sub-
tracting the actual value of Duration. fo," each v;flue
of Effort, front the value predicted by th(, regression
line. We see no indications of fltrther structure.
such ms curvature, that wouM render our dvst:rip-
tion incorrect, and thus we tentatively accept the
linear description.

Looking again at the Success partition, we no-
tice small, verti(’al clusters in tile lower range of
Effort. In a histogrmn, or a kernel density emi-
mate, these would apl)ear as peaks. The clustered
points are isolated in Figure lb. We can descril,e
the behavior of the clusters ill terms of their con-
trod location, by reducing each cluster t.o its medi+m
Elfort and Duration value. These medians are ~dso
linear, wit.il al)proxinmtely the same slope as the
line fitting tile entire partition.

We then try to explain why some observations
thll into clusters while others do not. We find that
t.lm clustered data correspond to trials in whi,’h the
1)lanner did not need to replan: that is, observa-
tions fall into clusters only when ~Replans = 0. If
we associate each chlster with a uniqtle identifier.
we find that together the discrete varialfles Wind-
Speed and PlanType predic~ cluster membe.rship
Mnmst pcrfet’tly. It fltrther I)ecomes clear that for

the clustered data there is an interaction between
the two predictive varial)les in their effect on Du-
ral ion.

This brief account gives the flavor of EDA. A
more detailed account given in Empirical M+:thod.~
in A.rtificial Intelligence (Cotton 1995). The re-
mainder of this paper describes the plammr that
lets AIDE, ill cooperation with a user, generate
these kinds of remtlts.

Abstractions in exploration
In Explorato.rll Data Analysis, John Tnkey de-
scribes EDA in this way:

A bm~ic 1)roblem about arty l)ody (>f data
is to make it more easily and effectiw,l.v han-
dleable by minds- our minds, her mind. his
mind. To this general end:
¯ anything that mak4,s a simpler ,.lescriptitm

l)ossiMe makes tile description more easily
lmndleable.

* anything that looks below th(. previously de-
scribed surNce makes the description mr)re
effective.

So we shall ’alwAys be glad (a) t.o simplif.v ,h:-
scription and (b) to describe one layer deeper
(Tukey 1977. p.v).

Tukey’s ;wcount of eXl)lorai.ilm eml)hasizt,.,, tw<)
related a.Sl)O(’lb: dt+scrilJtion through al).-traction
and description by hierarchical pr[)blent de.cOral)O- 
sit ion.

Abstraction is ubiquitous in eXlflorati(m. Fit!ing
a straight line to a relationship involves deciding
that variance are(rod the line. evidence of curva-
ture, outlying values, and so forth may he ignored
at an appropriate lcv(’l of abstraction. One ills 
si,nple description, a line, before attempting we de-
scribe the residuals, i.e., those rlm’.~ that don’! t-it
the al)straction well. The offet’t is of moviug t’rt)n[
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higher to lower lew~ls of M~straction. A lnore sub-
tie exalnple call be seen ill the Phoenix mlalysis.
To describe the behavior of the vertical clusters in
Effort aJ~(l Duration, we summarize each cluster in
terms of its central location. In other words, we
deal with a simplification of each cluster, in whid~
spread around the central location has been ab-
stracted away.

Hierarchical probleln decolnposition plays a large
pm’t in exploration as well. The Phoenix exmnple
gives a good illustration: we begin by fitting a par-
tition to the relationship, and then pursue the de-
scription of each component independently. Much
of exploration can be viewed as the incremental de-
composition of data into simple descriptions, which
are then combined into a more comprehensive re-
sult.

Exploratory procedures furthermore iml)ose top-
down structure on the exploration process. In other
words, when we execute an exploratory operation
we generally have a good notion of which opera-
lion, of many possible, to execute next. C.onunon
procedures often fall into a few basic families that
process data in similar ways. It is easy to see, for
example, that constructing a histogram involves the
smue procedures as constructing a contingency ta-
ble: the contingency table is a two-dimensiomfl ana-
log of the histograln, with cell counts correspond-
ing to bin heights. We can draw similar mlalogics
between procedures for smoothing and fi~r generat-
ing kernel density estimates, or between resistant
line fitting mad locally-weighted regression curves.
While sometimes novel procedures are constructed
from scratch, variations on existing procedures are
much more connnon.

Knowledge of abstraction, problem decomposi-
tion. and comluon combinations of operations lets
us restructure the EDA search space, to make it
more manageable. These elements identify explo-
ration as a planning problem (Korf 1987). Still,
there are many different approaches to plalming.
Other characteristics of the domain help us refine
our understmlding of the type of picturing involved.

Exploratory procedures require control struc-
tures nmre complex than simple sequences of oper-
ations. It is hard to see, for example, how one can
iterat.ively improve a resistant fit or search through
~t space of model extensions given only the ability
to chain together single operations. Many proce-
dures are more naturally formulated in terms of
tests of generated values, iteration, recursion, and
other forms of control.

Exploration is opportunistic. Though procedures
often specify a course of action, there ca~l be a great
deal of uncertainty in carrying out the details. Each
operation is sinmltaneously all effective action and
an information-gathering action. In the Phoenix
example we could not have predicted that there
would be vertical clusters in the relationship. Once

we noticed the chlsters, we were able to deal with
them by reducing them to their medians and trying
to describe the result. We could not have predicted
that these points would be approximately linear,
but this new informal.ion let us extend the explo-
ration further. At each point during the process we
can determine what the next few steps should be;
the details of how to proceed must often wait until
we have actually performed those steps.

Finally, the results of an exploratory session are
not simply the p-values, tables, graphs, and so forth
that have been computed. Exploration is construc-
tive, in that the interpretation of thesc individual
results depends on how they were derived. Inter-
pretation of the residuals of a linear fit depends on
whether a regression or resistant line was applied;
individual cluster properties depend on clustering
criteria. In many cases the knowledge that. some
ol)eration has been applied and has failed can in-
fluence our interpretation of a related result. The
result of an exploration, then, must include an an-
notated trace of the process itself.

The planner

A form of reactive planning called partial hier-
m’chical planning (Georgeff & La~lsky 1986) turns
out to be a good match for the task. Systems that
use the approach include PRS (Georgeff & Lansky
1987), the Phoenix planner (Cohen et al. 1989}
and the RESUN system (Carver & Lesser 1993).
Our design of the AIDE planner is largely based on
experience with Phoenix and RESUN.

The AIDE planner operates by manipulating a
stack of control units. The planner is essentially
a high-level language interpreter, in which the ac-
tive stack stores the current execution context. The
planner executes the control unit at the top of the
planning stack, by calling its execute method. If
this generates a new control unit, it is pushed onto
the stack to be executed in turn. The process con-
tinues as long as the topmost stack element has
the status : in-progress. If its status changes to
:succeeded or :failed, then the control unit is
not executed, but rather popped off the stack, its
complete method being called at that point. The
behavior of a control unit thus depends on the spe-
cialized definition of its execution and completion
methods.

In this simple representation a variety of control
structures can be defined. Consider a :sequence
control unit, which executes a sequence of subor-
dinat.e control units in order. A :sequence unit
lnaintains an internal list of subordinate units.
Each call to its execution method pops off and re-
turns the next remaining elelnent on the list. When
the list is exhansted, or a subordinate fails, the
:sequence unit’s completion status is set appro-
priately and its completion method is called.
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(define-plan explore-by-incremental-modeling ()
:satisfies (explore-by :modeling ?model-type ?structure ?model)
:constraints ((?structure ((:dataset-type dataset))))
:body (:SEQUENCE

(:WHEN (null ?model)
(:SUBGOAL generate (generate-initial-model ?structure ?model-type ?model)))

(:SUBGOAL elaborate (elaborate-model ?model-type ?activity ?structure ?model))))

(define-action generate-initial-generic-model
:satisfies (generate-initial-model ?description ?structure :generic ?model)
:action (values t (return-bindings ?model (make-generic-model. .))))

Figure 2: Plan and action definitions

Other control cunstructs can ])c defined similarly
for conditionalization, iteration, and more Sl)et’iM-
ized processing. Goals. plans, and actions are also
sp.,cialized forms of control milts.

A plan has a imu,e, a specification of a goal that
the plan caw l)Otentially satis~,, constraints on its
bindings, and a body. The body of a plan is a
control schema of subgoal specifications, subgoals
which must be satisfied for the plan to COml)lete
suc(’essfidly. An action is similax to a plm.. ex-
cept. that its body contains arbitrary code. rather
thml a control schema. The plan in Figure 2 is
il,stantiated in the exploration of a dataset. It
generah’s an initial model of an appropriate type
and then establishes the goal of elM)orating the
model. Wii h the plans in the AIDE library, elabora-
ti/m will involve incrementally adding relationshil)s
t.o the model. One of the lflan.-.’ that match(,s the
elaborate sulw)al recursively ostal)lishos an iden-
ti(’al subgoal, with ?model bound to the increnmn-
tally extended model.

A plan instance, as a type of control refit, exe-
cutes by instantiating the control milts represented
in its body. On completion a pla.n instance sends
to its parent goal a completiou status. : succeeded
or :failed. along with a set of varial)le bindings.
All at:tioll instauce generates no new control units
in iis exet’ution, but simply returns a completion
status aud a set. of l)iudings for its mat,"hillg goal.
A goal instance ex(.cuies by generating a m,w plan
instance, searching i.[mmgh the l)lan library and
iinding a m;ttching (unifying) plau.

We musi complicate this account somewhat.
There art, t)ftell several l)lans that satisfy a. given
goal. and sometimes an unlimited lUlllll)(’r of possi-
bh’ I)indings for its 1)lan variables. T, manage these
~ituat.ions we have three mechanisms: ..,valuation
rules, focus points, and nmta-level plans. Seh.,ci.ion
of plans is siunlar to the selection of plan variable
I>indings, st> we will only discuss pbm s(.lect.ion.

When more than one plan in the plan lilwary
ma.trhcs a goal, A]])F. must th,cide which to instan-
t.iale. Control ruh.~ iulorm its decision. There are
lhree ,q.eps involved in executing a plan t.o satis[y

a goal: matching, activation, and preference. The
matching step, already described. (,stablishes that
the plan is syntactically able lo satisfy the goal.
power-transform, for example, satisties the goal
of fitting a power functioll to a relationship. The
activation step involves rumfing a set of rules that
filrther test the applicability of plans, in order to
activate or deactivate them. The power-transform
plan is only activated in the presence of a curvature
indication. The preference step involves numing
another set of rules that impose ml ordering on the
active pl,’ms. In the presence of the curvature indi-
cation, the power-transform plan is preferred to
the linear-regression plan.

C, andidate plmls axe maintained by locus p,ints.
A focus point manages branch points in the plan-
ning stack. Suppose that a goal instmu’e is the fop
entry on the stack. If only a single plan matches
this goal, then it is pushed onto the stark directly,
am described ettrlier (shown here in Figure 3a.) 
more than one plan matches the goal, a plan ]oa.u.,
point is generated and pushed onto the stack. The
focus point manages a set of newly created execu-
tion stacks, each rooted at a different instance of
e~wh plan that matches the goal. This is shown in
Figure 31). The planning l)rocess contimt(,s when
one of these new stacks is selected, based on in-
formation generated by the evaluation rules, and
the stack processed. When any st,m"k 1.)econ~es ex-
hausted, the focus 1.)oint can either select another
of the stacks to proceed, or can return to the stack
that originally generated the focus point.

For example, in the Phoenix data we saw that
(me subset of Duration and Effort w~L~ approxi-
mately linear, but with outliers in the relationship.
We ltave sew~ral options: we can fit a regression line
directly to the data; we can remove the outliers and
then fit the line; we can let the outliers remain and
fit a resistmlt line; we can fit a smooth to the data.
Each of these optkms is implemented by a different
l)lan. Each plan is instantiated to provide the root
of a new execution stack, and the set of new stacks
is then associated with the plan focus l)oint. One
stack is seh’,’t.~d to continue the exl)h)rat.it)n.

As i)lans l)rogress, a network of focus points is
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Figure 3: The pl~uming process

generated. Only one is active at any time. D,,-
ternlining which focus point should be active at
any given time is the responsibility of met.,t-lcvcl
plans. A recta-level planner, identical ill design
to tile base-level plaamer, handles focus point se-
lection. The meta-level behavior of the system is
similar to what would be provided by rule-based
activation of plaals; however, incorporating a plan-
ner at the meta-level lets us lnaintahl the nessary
execution context to switch dynaanically between
plans in progress.

In the Phoenix data, a vertical clustering indica-
tion in the relationship (Effort, Duration) activates
several distinct plaas. One plan searches for a way
to distinguish between clustered and non-clustered
points by using other variables in the data.set. An-
other plan tries to predict which cluster each data
point belongs to. Other plaas search for similar
,’lust:ering patterns in otl,er variables and relation-
ships. Each of these plans leads to further explo-
ration. Because the default behavior of fi~cus points
causes the network to expaud in depth-first fmshion.
the exploration of just the first plan at. this decision
point could potentially go on indefinitely. A n,eta-
level plato, however, can cause the planner to switch
bet ween active, parti’Mly-expanded plans. The plan
exl)ansion often leads to actions that generate new
information, which cmi be relevant to the l)lalmer’s
behavior. In other words, meta-level plmls in this
and comparable situations cal)ture a general huris-
tic: When more than one plan exists to extend or
deepe,, a descril)tion (e.g.. a clustering or a regres-
sion) m,d these plans compute intern,ediate resuh s
that may l)rovide useful indications, then alterlml.e
l,etween partial expansions of the plans. In this
c~u~e, the final decision about which plan is most
apl)rolJriate is usually made by the user.

To sumnlarize briefly, evaluation rules decide
which plaits are relevant in trying to satisfy a goal.
A focus point selects one plan fi’OlU those possibil-
ities and executes it; the focus point may switch
dynmnically I)etween possible plans as kfmwledge

about the problem chaalges. Meta 1)lans decide
which focus point is currently active, i.e., which
goal the system should be trying to satisfy at the
current time. These mecllanisms give us local and
non-local control over the plaaming process.

User interaction
The correspondence between planning mid EDA
lets us take two different views of the interaction
l,etween AIDE aald the user. We can say that AIDE
is in the lmsiness of building and executing plans, in
m~ environment that lets the user review m~d lnod-
ify the system’s phm selection aaul variable binding
decisions. We caal just as well say that the system
is a statistical computing environlnent in which a
user carries out EDA procedu,’es; AmF’s job is t(,
follow the process the best it caal. making sugges-
tions and supplying relevant inforlnation at cad,
decision point. To show how this works, we r,,-
turn to the Phoenix exainple. The following dia-
log represents the information exchanged between
AIDE and the user. though the. inter~u:tion is m’-
tually through menu selections, user gesture.~, m,,l
the usual interactions common to statistical user
interfaces. Some of the points are marked with a
number in parentheses for later discussion.

UsI’R (1): Select relationship (Effort, Dura.ti, m).
All)l,;: (Effort. Duration) indications: high cor-
relatiov (r = 0.93); outliers in Effort; outliers 
Duration; clustering. Suggested courses of actiol,
are (a) generating a linear fit and (b) explorin/4
dusters.

USER: Why the linear fit?
AIDI-:: A linear fit can be al)l)rol)riate for relation-
ships with high correlation.

USER: Why the given ordering of actions?
AIDr: When there is a high correlation and no
evidence of extrenm outliers, we fit a line before
trying other possibilities.

USER: Ok~w.
AII)E (2): (Generates linear fit.) A three-groul)
resistant line fits the data with a slop~ of 0.0017
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and intercept of -0.96. (Presents graphical dis-
play of linear fit.) Indications: outliers iu resid-
uals; clustering.

USER (3): Show recent decisions.
AIDE: Ill reverse order: (a) With the goal ,ff fit-
ting a lille, I decided without consultation on a
resistant fit. The alternative is a regression fit..
(I)) With the goal of exploring (Effort, Duration),
you accepted the linear fit suggestion. Th(. alter-
native is to explore clusters...

USER: Back up a step.
AIDE: With the goal of fitting a line to (Ef-
fort, Duration). the l)ossihilities are a resistant
fit, which is in progress, or a regression fit, which
has not started.

USER: Exe(’llte the regression fit..
AIDE: (Generates regression fit.) The regression
line has a slope of 0.0019 and ma intercept of
-2.73; r"2 = 0.57. (Presents graphical display
of linem" fit.} Indications: outliers in the residu-
als: clustering. The slope of the regression line is
1.13 tinles the slope of the resistmlt line.

USER: Make a note: I am confident that the rela-
tionship (Effort, Duration) is linear, despite in-
dications of outliers and clustering. I prefer the
regression fit.

AIDE: (Accepts note.)
USER: Okay.
AIDE: (Considers linear fit ph~u~e to 1)e com-
plete.) The possibilities remaining to explore
(Effort, Duration) are (a) the linear fit, which
is in progress, and (b) cluster explorat ion, which
has not started¯

USER: Okay.
AIDE: (Begins cluster exploration.) Here are
the clustering possibilities for (Effort, Duration).
(Displays identifiers for potential clustering cri-
teria: single-linkage clusters in Effort, regions of
constant values in Effort, etc. Also (lisplays sim-
ilarity between resulting clusters.)

A single step in this exchange often represents
a great de, al of underlying processing. The Stel)S
marked with numbers are discussed in more detail
below:

1. When the user loads a dat&~et, AIDE’S top level
plan is activated, which incrementally explores
the variables mid relationships of the data.,.et.
Because ally variable or relationship nfight be
relevant, a focus point is created to inaamge the
possibilities. Evaluation rules rank the possibili-
ties by their features and indications, computed
dynamically. When the evaluation is complete,
AIDE presents a data selection menu to the user.
along with its own preference mid supporting ill-
dications. AIDE thus generates a great deal of
information to support its internal decisions be-
fore interacting with the user. In this examl)h’

tile user overrides AIDE’s preference by soh,,’ting
(Effort, Duration) for exploration.

2. Here the user accepts one of AIDE’s suggost.it)n.q.
that ,)f fitting a line. The user could lU~i.eu-

ti~dly have chosen a specific linear fitting l)ro-
ce, lure (through a menu selection) lint instead
h’ts AIDE maintain control over the exploration.
AIDE makes all internal decision for a resistant
line. generates the fit. and elaborates the (los,’rip-
tion by generating mid examining the rosi(hmls of
the fit.

3. When the user asks for a listing of ret’olit ,h,,’i-
sions. AIDE displays all focus points leading to
the current decision point. Solue of lilies( -, ln;Ly
have been handled intermdly, while othtq’s nifty
have ],eDit directed by the user. The list. ,,f f,,-
cns points can be read directly fronl th(, l.)lm~
execution network. The user can selet’t any of
these decisions, to be reconsidered and perhaps
changed. ~Ls happens in the next few steps.

The network of focus points is central to AII.)E’s
processing. It lets the user "navigate" through tilt’
exploration space at. the strategic deciskm lowq.
rather than the level of primitive EDA operations.
Further. the network gives AIDE a way of iuterpret-
ing user actions in context, and of following Mong
when the user takes control of the exploration.

Related Work in Planning
Partial hierarchicM planning was introduced by
Georgeff and Lansky (Georgeff & Lansky 1986).
Several characteristics distinguish it from cla.~sical
planning, hi the classical formulation a plan is a
partially-ordered sequence of actions, often with
annotated links between actions. In partial hier-
archical planners, a plml is a procedural specifica-
tion of a set of subgoals to be achieved. A plan may
specify that subgoals must be satisfied sequentially,
or conditionMly on some test. or iteratively. Con-
trol constructs may also provide for parallel satis-
faction of sui)goals, mapping over lists of subgoals,
recursion, and domain-specific l)rocessing.

A partial hierarchical planner executes a l)lan be-
fore it is completely elaborated, hi a sense, these
planners do not generate plans at all. but siml)ly
execute them. This behavior ha,~ advantages over
off-line planning: in dynamic environments, infer
mation necessary to choose a specific action may
not be known at planning time; in coml)lex or un-
certain environments, an action nlay generate too
many possible results to enumerate exhaustively in
advance. A disadvantage is the uncertainty about
whether a given partial plan will succeed.

As with c~se-based planning, plan definitions are
stored in a library. AIDE’s definitions are not the
flflly-elaborated sequences of actions that are usu-
ally stored in a case library, however, but axe partial
specifications as described above. AIDE constructs
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plans by searching through tile library, its set of
partial solutions, for appropriate matches to estab-
lished goals.

This lack of emphasis on constructing l)lmls from
scratch is balanced by a greater concentration oil
the recta-level problena of which plan to invoke
when several match the current situation. Meta-
level processing can be handled in different ways.
PRS uses recta-level "knowledge areas" that func-
tion something like blackboard knowledge sources
h~r control (Georgeff & Lansky 1987). The Phoenix
planuer maintains a time line of subgoals and pend-
ing plaaas, and gives each plan a degree of meta-level
control over the actions remaining to be executed.
The RESUN planner establishes focus points dur-
ing its plan expansion to allow suspension and re-
sumption of in-progress plans, as a way of focus-
ing attention in its search (Carver & Lesser 1993).
These m(,chanisms let tile planners behave oppor-
tunistically.

Reactive plamfing techniques provi,le a good
march for the EDA l.)robleln. Though there are no
hard time constraints on the process, the space of
exploration is highly dynamic, in that each action
can provide potentially significmlt information. All
the aspects of partial hierarchical pl~uming men-
tioned al,ovc contribute to solving the problem.

AH)E is also an example of a mixed-initiative
planning system. By making an analogy to dia-
log behavior, James Allen has identified tlu’ee dis-
tinguishing char~’teristics of mixed-initiative plan-
ning: flexible, opl)ortunistic control of initiative:
the ability to change focus of attention: mechanisn~s
for maintaining shared, implicit knowledge (Allen
1994). Mixed-initiative systeuls display these (’har-
acreristics to a greater or lesser extent, del)ending
on the domain in which they operate and the re-
quirenlents on their behavior.

AIDE’S control of initiative changes with context.
That. is. whether a decision is presented re the
user or is settled internally depends on situation-
dependent factors. For example, if AIDE ,let[’r-
mines that only one plan is able to satist~y a given
goal (i.e., all others rendered inactive by evahtation
rules), then this decision point will not be presented
to the user. An exception is made in the case where
a plan is being selected for the initial exploration of
a variable or relationshil). Choosing an initial plan
for a relationship is often a more imi)ortant de(’i-
sion than de(’iding how to bind its 1)lan variables 
how to satisfy its subgoals: thus the decision about
how to proceed from the new point is presented to
the llSer even if only one course of action seems
appropriate.

AIDE changes its focus of attention to follow the
user. In the processing for the PImenix analysis.
for example, AIDE interprets the selection of a new
relationship as a shift of focus fronl exploration of
its ,’urrent relationship to a new point in the search

sl)ace. AIDE also makes limited decisions on its own
to change focus. For example, after fitting a line
to a relationship sa~d generating residuals, AIDE
presents a set of residual examination and other
plmas to the user. An OK gesture, which usually
indicates that the top-rated plan for the current
decision should be activated, rather in this context
causes AIDE t.o refocus on other plans for exploring
the relationship.

AIDE also provides w~vs for tile user to follow its
l)lanniug process. The user can view the data un-
der consideration, results constructed, commands
carried out, mad planning structures leading to the
current point. These views also act as navigation
mechanisms, giving the user more explicit control
over AIDE:S fOCUS of attention. AIDE does not.
ask for clarification of user actions, however, which
could clearly be beneficial in some situations.

The mixed-initiative approach has become inter-
esting to researchers in both plaIming and statisti-
cal expert systems. An extension of PRODIGY, for
exainple, provides autonomous planning with con-
sultation (Stone & Veloso 1995), by letting the user
review each decision the planner makes. The early
regressior~ expert system, REX, gave users similar
abilities wheal reaching difficult decision points in
its mmlysis (Gale 1986). TESS. a sophisticated
interactive system for data analysis, took the ap-
proazh further by letting users opportunistically
lnodify its search strategies and decisions (Lubin-
sky & Pregibon 1988). AIDE takes steps toward an
even fuller cooperation between user mad machine.

In sulmnary, we have described the task of EDA
and how it can (and shotdd) 1)e cast as a 1)lanning
l)rol)lem. We have presented the AIDE 1)lanner 
part of a solution to the problem. We have de-
scribed a representative example in the domain of
EDA, mad slmwn how AIDE solves the problem.
A series of experiments is currently in progress to
evaluate the performance of users working with and
without assistance from AIDE.
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